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Well positioned to navigate the changing environment

Clients

Investments

Resilient H1 client demand

USD 13 billion thematically invested

USD 13 billion in new commitments
across program offering

Thematic sourcing underpins our quality pipeline of assets
with greater resilience despite market volatility

Sustained AuM growth
AuM grew to USD 131 billion in H1 confirming
long-term growth towards private markets

2022 client demand confirmed
Full-year 2022 guidance confirmed at
USD 22-26 billion

Source: Partners Group (2022).
For illustrative purposes only. Past performance is not indicative of future results.

Strong operational performance
Transformational investing and entrepreneurial
governance drove our operational performance

Select exits postponed; sound pipeline
Several exits tabled for H1 2022 postponed; H1 performance
fees expected to materialize at 5-10% of total H1 revenues
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Drivers of outperformance across our portfolio
Thematic investing

Entrepreneurship at scale

Build thematic depth and
specialization across
subsectors

Thematic sourcing to develop
investment hypothesis years in
advance

Leverage global platform for
the benefit of our portfolio
assets

Make the board the center of
vision, strategy, and
accountability

Leverage deep network
of experts and advisors to
develop thematic thesis

Compounding
long-term winners for longer,
for the benefit of our clients

Systematic strategy
setting and value creation
plans

Apply capabilities of our
network of (lead) operating
directors

For illustrative purposes only. Source: Partners Group (2022).
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USD 13 billion invested into attractive thematic opportunities
1

Partners Group's private markets investments (in USD billion)
31.7

21.7

Portfolio
assets
38%

Prim.
Sec.
13%
Sec.
Prim.
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H2

BSL
8% Debt
Debt
19%

17.0

13.6
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H2
H2

H2
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2017

H1

H1

2018
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H1

H1

USD
13 billion

H1

2020

2021

H1 2022

Equity
Equity
43%

Direct
assets
62%

Europe
43%

10.3
H2

USD
13 billion

1

Asia-Pacific/
Rest of World
4%

Over USD 30 billion2 of dry powder available
1 USD 3.1 billion invested in direct equity investments, USD 1.4 billion in direct real estate investments, USD 1.3 billion in direct infrastructure and USD 2.5 billion
in direct debt investments. Figures include add-on investments but exclude syndication partner investments. Direct equity investments include all direct private
equity, direct infrastructure and direct real estate investments (including direct secondary transactions where Partners Group has a controlling interest). Private
debt investments include direct lending investments ("direct debt") as well as assets raised in the liquid loans business ("BSL") during the period, which includes
collateralized loan obligations and net inflows into dedicated liquid loan investment vehicles. USD 1.7 billion invested in secondaries, USD 2.3 billion invested in
primaries and USD 1.1 billion in BSL. Past performance is not indicative of future results. 2 Excluding ongoing 2022 fundraising Source: Partners Group (2022).

North
America
53%
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Strategically investing in resilient companies and assets in growth sectors
Select themes and transformational plans

Accessible
healthcare
Private equity

Offshore
wind energy
Private infrastructure

High-demand
rentals
Private real estate

Portfolio of Italian
residential properties

Mission-critical
parts
Private debt

CoreDux

Theme: long-term growth
drivers within accessible and
well positioned dermatology
practices were identified

Theme: well-positioned to
capitalize on the transformative
trends driving growth in the
offshore wind industry

Theme: amenity-rich residential
for rent in key European cities
better suit the lifestyle of today's
young professionals

Theme: designer and
manufacturer of mission critical
highly tailored metallic hoses for
the semiconductor industry

Transformation: expand
integrated dermatology
ecosystem

Transformation: broaden offshore wind service offering,
expand fleet and coverage

Transformation: complete
refurbishment, creation of highcommodity living spaces

Value proposal: digitization and
automation is growing and
CoreDux is strongly positioned

For illustrative purposes only. Past performance is not indicative of future results. There is no assurance that
similar investments will be made. There is no guarantee that the investment will be successful.
Source: Partners Group (2022).
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Entrepreneurship at scale drives our private equity direct lead portfolio

Thematic investing

1

Identifying the most attractive growth trends
across sectors and investing into businesses
with the strongest development potential

Continued profitable growth across Partners
Group's private equity direct portfolio
(Q1 last 3 months)

+15%

Entrepreneurial governance

2

Systematic strategy setting and value creation
planning with the board at the center of
vision, strategy, and accountability

Asset transformation
Enhancing business models &
operational performance to
increase cash flows & margins

EBITDA1

EBITDA1

Platform building

EBITDA1
margin

Add fundamental value through
targeted add-ons to grow market
share and build greater resilience

Q1 2021

EBITDA1
margin

~20%

~20%

For illustrative purposes only. Past performance is not indicative of future results. There is no assurance that similar investments will be made. There is no
guarantee that the investment will be successful. 1 Quarterly (last three month) adjusted EBITDA growth rate calculated for Q1 2022 and adjusted EBITDA
margins for Q1 2021 & Q1 2022 on a NAV-weighted basis (unaudited). Adjusted EBITDA reflects normalized earnings (recurring and operational, including
inorganic growth). Source: Partners Group portfolio companies (2022).

Q1 2022
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A look inside Confluent: building a market leader in physical therapy

300+ locations added
Enterprise value +177%

Accessible healthcare
Providing highly effective lower-cost
alternatives to surgeries, specifically in
underserved communities

EBITDA +165%1

Transformational investment strategy

2

1 From the investment close in June 2019 to December 2021. 2 Source: Confluent Physical Therapy
For illustrative purposes only. Past performance is not indicative of future results. There is no assurance
that similar investments will be made. There is no guarantee that the investment will be successful.
Source: Partners Group (2022).

✓

Improved client access to affordable
treatment via omnichannel approach

✓

Identified over 300 practice owners seeking
a strategic partnership

✓

Developed a clinician-centric training model
to boost their specializations
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Profitable growth of underlying portfolio mitigates adverse market movements
Net direct portfolio performance overview

Partners Group1
Q1 2022

Last 10 years

YTD

as of 31 March 2022

Private equity

1.6%

19.8%

Private debt

0.2%

6.5%

Private infrastructure

3.6%

13.9%

Private real estate

1.0%

9.3%

1 Partners Group shows performance as model net returns, which are based on gross investment performance and standard fee parameters for the three-month
period ended on 31 March 2022 and for the 10-year period ended on 31 March 2022, respectively. All cash flows and valuations are converted to USD using fixed FX
rates as of 31 March 2022. Return figures denote annualized pooled internal rates of returns (IRR) of direct investments in private equity, private debt and private
infrastructure. Private real estate includes all investments underlying Partners Group's Real Estate Opportunity (REO) strategies, representing private real estate
direct investments and (direct) secondary investments. Model net figures do not include the impact of factors such as any taxes incurred by investors, organizational
and administration expenses or ongoing operating expenses incurred by the investment program (e.g. audit, hedging etc.). The performance presented reflects model
performance an investor may have obtained had they invested in the manner and the time period shown and does not represent performance that any investor
actually attained. Note: Past performance is not indicative of future returns. For illustrative purposes only. Source: Partners Group (2022).
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Market volatility has led to the postponement of exit activities originally planned for H1
Partners Group's underlying portfolio realizations (in USD billion)
29.1 1

H2

11.8

13.4
11.0

11.8

2

H2
H2

H2

H2

6.4
H1

H1

H1

2017

2018

H1

H1

2019

2020

H1

2021

3

1•

2021 included a catching up in exit
activities from 2020

2•

In late 2021 several sizeable exits were
accelerated from 2022

3•

In H1 2022 portfolio assets and credit
distributions accounted for 72%1

Our focus remains on business building and
value creation with several exits postponed
until markets are more benign

2022

Postponed realizations are expected to bring H1 performance fees to 5-10% of total H1 revenues;
mid- to long-term guidance of 20-30% confirmed
1 Direct equity realizations accounted for the remaining 28% of H1 2022 portfolio realizations.
For illustrative purposes only. Past performance is not indicative of future results. There is no assurance that similar investments will be made.
Source: Partners Group (2022).
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Sustainable AuM growth continues
Total assets under management1 (in USD billion)
131

2021

2020

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

2009

2008

27bn

Private
equity

Private
debt

17bn

21bn

Private
real estate

Private
infrastructure

H1 2022

IPO

2007

2006

11

66bn

Note: assets under management exclude discontinued public alternative investment activities and divested affiliated companies held up to 2013.
1 Partners Group aims to mirror the fee basis for its various programs and mandates when calculating AuM. For further information please refer to the 2021
Annual Report, "Key definitions and alternative performance metrics (APM)", on page 30, available for download at www.partnersgroup.com/financialreports.
Past performance is not indicative of future results. Source: Partners Group (2022).
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Bespoke client solutions continues to drive stable AuM growth
Assets raised during H1 2022

AuM as of 30 June 2022
Private infrastructure
16%

Private infrastructure
20%
Private real
estate
4%

USD
13 billion

Private equity
51%

Private debt
25%

Traditional
client programs
29%

Private real
estate
13%

USD
131 billion

Private equity
50%

USD
131 billion

Bespoke
client solutions
67%

Private debt
21%

USD
13 billion
Evergreens
36%

Bespoke
client solutions
71%

Traditional
client programs
33%

Evergreens
30%

Due to rounding, some totals may not correspond with the sum of the separate figures. Note: "mandates" AuM also include commitments by select mandate clients
into traditional programs; therefore, the corresponding amount is not included within the AuM category "traditional" but within "mandates".
Past performance is not indicative of future results. Source: Partners Group (2022).
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Sustained AuM growth impacted by FX
Total assets under management development (in USD billion)
-4.6
+13.1

-5.3

Tail-downs: -3.6

FX -5.9

130.6

Redemptions: -1.0
Other +0.6

127.4

Based on
formula in traditional
closed-ended programs
(pre-agreed with clients)

2021

New money/
commitments

Equals 3% of the
average NAV for
evergreen programs
(limited up to 25%4 p.a.)

Mainly EUR
depreciating by 8%
against USD
(EUR AuM: 42%)

Tail-downs &
redemptions 1

Performance on
programs that link
their AuM to their
NAV development3

FX & other2

Due to rounding, some totals may not correspond with the sum of the separate figures. 1 Tail-downs & redemptions: tail-downs consist of maturing investment
programs (typically closed-ended structures); redemptions stem from evergreen programs. 2 Other consists of performance and investment program changes from
select programs. 3 Partners Group reports fee-paying AuM. Most of the firm's evergreen programs base fees on NAV. The portfolio performance during the period
impacts the NAV of these products and this translates to a corresponding change in firm-level AuM. As always, calculations for H1 AuM numbers are based on 31 May
NAV valuations. Full-year AuM numbers are based on 30 November NAV valuations. End of June 2022 NAV valuations which are accounted for in H2 AuM numbers
are expected to lead to a marginally negative adjustment to AuM. 4 Gating provisions are a standard feature for those evergreens which allow for redemptions; net
redemptions are typically limited up to 25% p.a. of the prevailing NAV (stricter gating rules can be enforced for select share classes). Past performance is not indicative
of future results. Source: Partners Group (2022).

H1 2022

= EUR 124.9 bn
= CHF 125.0 bn
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H1 2022 fundraising comes in on target
Assets under management development in H1 2022 (in USD billion)

Private equity
Private debt
Private infrastructure
Private real estate
Total AuM

AuM
2021

New money/
commitments
H1 2022

Other
factors1
H1 2022

AuM
H1 2022

63.0
27.5
19.2
17.6
127.4

6.6
3.2
2.7
0.6
13.1

-4.0
-3.2
-1.4
-1.3
-9.9

65.7
27.5
20.5
16.8
130.6

Due to rounding, some totals may not correspond with the sum of the separate figures.
1 Other factors consist of tail-downs, redemptions, currency effects and others (i.e. performance and investment program changes from select programs).
2 CAGR: compound annual growth rate for the period 30 June 2017 – 30 June 2022.
Past performance is not indicative of future results. Source: Partners Group (2022).

5-year
CAGR2

13%
19%
18%
11%
15%
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Strong structural growth trend across the private markets industry
Average private markets allocation of top
25 institutional investors1

Total assets of retirement DC plans in the
US, USD tn3

With 9% of their assets in private
markets, and allocation up 2x
from recent years

Addressable market: target date fund
allocation of DC assets open PE opportunities4
of USD 450 - 700 bn (10 - 15% PE exposure)

15-20%

HNW (net worth of USD 1mn+) capital
allocations to private equity, USD bn5
HNW individuals (net worth of USD 1mn –
20mn) expected to account for 40% of
individual investor commitment

1'028

18.7
10-15%
13.5
9%

4%

2010

9.6
6.5

5%

2015

439

4.8

2020

2

2

2025F 2030F

2010

169

2015

2020

4

4

2025F 2030F

2015

2020

2025F

Institutional and retail investors are expected to increase their portfolio allocation towards private markets
For illustrative purposes only. 1 Top 25 institutional investors by assets under management. Sources: Preqin (2021), The Economist (2021). 2 Partners Group's
estimates, 2022. 3 Source: Statista (2021) 4 Source: Investment Company Institute , BofA Global Research 10-year opportunity assumes DC assets grow at annual
CAGR of 7%, target date allocations average 25%, and target date fund PE allocations increase to 10-15% 5 Source: BCG Global Wealth Market Sizing 2021, The
Art of Private Equity in Wealth Management, iCapital. Includes adult individuals with financial wealth > USD 1mn.
Past performance is not indicative of future results. Source: Partners Group (2022)
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Full-year 2022 guidance confirmed
AuM, client demand and other effects (in USD billion)

2022 guidance
25.0

15.7
74

-5.6
-1.2
FX & other2

2018

16.5
83

-7.1
+1.4
FX & other2

2019

16.0
94

109

22 to 26

Client demand

-10 to -12

Tail-downs &
redemptions1

127

-8.3
-8.1
+7.1
FX & other2

2020

+1.6
FX & other2

2021

+/-

FX & other2

=

Total AuM

2022

Due to rounding, some totals may not correspond with the sum of the separate figures. 1 Tail-downs & redemptions: tail-downs consist of maturing investment
programs (typically closed-ended structures); redemptions stem from evergreen programs. 2 Other consists of performance and investment program changes
from select programs. For illustrative purposes only. Past performance is not indicative of future results. Source: Partners Group (2022).
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Disclaimer
NEITHER THE INFORMATION IN THIS DOCUMENT NOR ANY RELATED MATERIALS MAY BE TAKEN OR TRANSMITTED INTO THE UNITED STATES OR DISTRIBUTED OR REDISTRIBUTED,
DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, IN THE UNITED STATES, AUSTRALIA, CANADA OR JAPAN.
This presentation is strictly confidential to the recipient and has been prepared by Partners Group Holding AG (the "Company") solely for information purposes and use at the presentation to the
respective recipient ("Presentation"). All sources, which have not been otherwise credited, have been derived from Partners Group. The information contained herein consists of slides solely for use
at the Presentation. By attending such Presentation, you agree to be bound by the following terms.
All figures related to assets under management (AuM) and investments are preliminary figures based on management’s estimates for the 6-month period ended 30 June 2022 and as such are
subject to change. Figures provided have been rounded for presentation purposes and in certain instances rounding anomalies may arise.
This Presentation may not be reproduced, retransmitted or further distributed to the press or any other person or published, in whole or in part, for any purpose. Failure to comply with this
restriction may constitute a violation of applicable securities laws. This Presentation does not constitute or form part of and should not be construed as, an offer to sell or issue or the solicitation of
an offer to buy or acquire securities of the Company in any jurisdiction or an inducement to enter into investment activity. No part of this Presentation, nor the fact of its distribution, should form
the basis of, or be relied on in connection with, any contract or commitment or investment decision whatsoever. This Presentation does not constitute a prospectus or a similar communication
within the meaning of articles 35 et seqq. and 69 of the Swiss Federal Act on Financial Services ("FinSA") or a listing prospectus within the meaning of the listing rules of the SIX Swiss Exchange.
Neither the Presentation nor any copy of it may be taken or transmitted into the United States of America, its territories or possessions, or distributed, directly or indirectly, in the United States of
America, its territories or possessions. Any failure to comply with this restriction may constitute a violation of U.S. securities laws. The Presentation is not an offer of securities for sale in the United
States. The Company's securities may not be offered or sold in the United States except pursuant to an exemption from, or transaction not subject to, the registration requirements of the Securities
Act.
Additional restrictions may apply according to applicable securities laws of other jurisdictions, including, without limitation, the European Union, Canada, Australia and Japan.
The information contained in this Presentation has not been independently verified. The Company is not under any obligation to update or keep current the information contained herein.
Accordingly, no representation or warranty or undertaking, express or implied, is given by or on behalf of the Company or any of their respective members, directors, officers, agents or employees
or any other person as to, and no reliance should be placed on, the accuracy, completeness or fairness of the information or opinions contained herein. Nothing herein shall be relied upon as a
promise or representation as to past or future performance. Neither the Company nor any of their respective members, directors, officers or employees nor any other person accepts any liability
whatsoever for any loss howsoever arising from any use of this Presentation or its contents or otherwise arising in connection with the Presentation.
This Presentation includes forward-looking statements, beliefs or opinions, including statements with respect to plans, objectives, goals, strategies, estimated market sizes and opportunities which
are based on current beliefs, expectations and projections about future events. The words "believe," "expect," "anticipate," "intends," "estimate," "forecast," "project," "will," "may," "should" and
similar expressions identify forward-looking statements. The forward-looking statements in this Presentation are based upon various assumptions, many of which are based, in turn, upon further
assumptions, including, without limitation, management’s examination of data available from third parties. Although the Company believes that these assumptions were reasonable when made,
these assumptions are inherently subject to significant uncertainties and contingencies which are difficult or impossible to predict and are beyond its control, and the Company may not achieve or
accomplish these expectations, beliefs or projections. Neither the Company nor any of its members, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers intend or have any duty or obligation to
supplement, amend, update or revise any of the forward-looking statements contained in this Presentation. The information and opinions contained herein are provided as at the date of the
Presentation and are subject to change without notice.
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